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w 163 lampyre is made of two opaline glass parts: a cylindrical base 
supporting a conic shade, emitting a soothing light from base to top. The light  
can be adjusted with the dimmer from very bright to a phantomatic halo. 
Lampyre is the French word for glow worm, which can be linked to the very 
natural aspect of this lamp.

w 163 lampyre comes in two sizes. The large one is ideal as a solitary piece 
and will enlighten any space with softness. The smaller one will do very well 
on a shelf or — following the Swedish habit — in a window to shine a friendly 
light towards the street and at home.

Design: Inga Sempé

Product Information

w 163 lampyre
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w 163 lampyre is made of opaline glass.

w 163 lampyre gives a soothing light from base to top. It can be adjusted 
from very bright to a phantomatic halo.

The light can be adjusted with a dimmer.

Material

Soothing light 

Dimmable
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Product name w163 lampyre t1 w163 lampyre t2

Dimensions (mm)

Model Table lamp — small Table lamp — large

Mounting Base Base

Material Opaline glass Opaline glass

Cord length 250 cm 250 cm

Light source 1 x E14 socket - not included 1 x E27 socket - not included

Watt Max 40 W Max 40 W

Lumen N/A N/A

Colour temperature N/A N/A

CRI N/A N/A

Light source life  
expectancy

N/A N/A

Light control Dimmable Dimmable

Energy class N/A N/A

Packaging dimensions L44 x W38 x H16 cm (0.03 m3) L63 x W58 x H24 cm (0.09 m3)

Packaging weight 2.5 kg 4.5 kg

Colour EAN code Art. no. Colour EAN code Art. no.

White opaline 7330492007564 163T100 White opaline 7330492007571 163T200
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Wästberg is a Swedish lighting company aimed at bringing back 
light to human proximity, by restoring the private spheres man 
has been deprived of during decades of misguided pursuit of 
efficiency and standardisation. The universally acclaimed lamps 
are created in close collaboration with some of the world’s most 
renowned architects, designers and lighting experts, and have 
earned prestigious awards for their combination of aesthetics, 
cutting-edge technology and resource conservation. 


